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Event Snapshot:

- Speakers: Mr. Siddhant Baid and Mr. Stanley Stephen from IAN (India Angel Network) Incubator.
- Attendees: Approx 40-45 Startups and budding entrepreneurs.
- Date and Venue: 27th Feb 2016 at BIA Ground floor.

Key Discussion Points: Speakers from India Angel Network mentored the startups and put-forth the perspective of Angel Investors and what are the key criteria or points one can keep in mind while pitching in for investment. Litti@Venture was a mentoring session on “how to perfect your pitch”. Session was for Startups to teach them “art of pitching before Investors with focus on Angel investors Perspective or how they can improve it.”

The first step towards starting up a successful venture is to create a detailed business plan. Thus Venture park incubation centre presents a business plan competition to promote entrepreneurship amongst students, budding entrepreneurs, start-ups across Patna for not only availing the prize money but to also avail the invaluable feedback on their B-plan which is very crucial for every start-up.
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